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This splendid paper doll collection celebrates female deities of many cultures. Colorful
depictions of goddesses include Apsara, celestial maiden of Hindu and Buddhist lore; Bastet,
feline deity of ancient Egypt; Brigantia, Celtic goddess of victory; Erzulie, Vodou spirit of love and
beauty; Iduna, Norse goddess of eternal youth, and other legendary women.

About the AuthorChristopher Grover lives in Fairfax, California with his wife and two daughters.
Chris received degrees in Creative Writing and Film from Emerson College in Boston,
Massachusetts. He's worked as a technical writer, advertising copywriter and product publicist
for more than 25 years. His freelance articles have been published in a variety of magazines
from Fine Homebuilding to CD-ROM World. Chris's latest project is launching Bolinas Road
Creative, an agency that helps small businesses promote their products and services. He's also
the author of Word 2007: The Missing Manual and Word 2007 for Starters: The Missing Manual.
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RobinDawn, “The feminine mythology you didn't learn in school but should have. This book
contains 16 goddesses with one outfit each. The dolls are not in "underwear." They're already
dressed so they technically have two outfits and most have two headdresses. The dolls are
around 7 1/2 to 8 inches tall from base to the top of the head. They don't have any type of stand
so you'll have to make your own. The paper is thinner than the paper used for taller dolls. The
artwork and detail are outstanding and the biographies of each goddess are informative and
well-written. There are goddesses from many cultures: Western European, Eastern European,
African, Asian and Indian. These paper dolls are great teaching tools and easy ways to introduce
children to our diverse society or to give non-Caucasian children examples of powerful women
who look like them. It's also a good book for adults interested in "the sacred feminine."”

Melissa Heim, “Gorgeous Artwork with magnificent detail.. This is a wonderfully illustrated paper
doll book published on high quality glossy paper/card stock? The illustrator/author's attention to
detail in the costumes is remarkable. The description of each Goddess is informative and relates
the details of the costumes to each Goddess' personality and traits. A fantastical book that not
only provides marvelous artwork, it illustrates the endurance of strength and respect of women
throughout history. In inspiration to girls and women of all ages.I am also pleased to read that
Dover Publications takes a serious Green approach in their publications.I hope that this paper
doll book will produce a series so I can obtain a complete collection of all Goddesses.”

Marie Kramer, “a good paper doll book. a good paper doll book.If you are cutting these out
though add an extra tab of paper to the top of all the hats as the hats won't stay on the
goddesses otherwise.”

Ebook Library Reader, “The instant she saw this book she squealed with delight. Even though
she needs to spend time cutting .... I bought this book for my 9 year old daughter who loves
sticker and paper dolls as well as mythology. The instant she saw this book she squealed with
delight. Even though she needs to spend time cutting these dolls out, she is not complaining.
She has spent hours cutting and playing with the dolls in this book and has learned so much
about all the different goddesses from several different religions.  This was the perfect gift for her.”

MGKeller, “Fun way to learn mythology. The artist for this book is highly talented. She provides
her figures with a variety of facial expressions and gestures. They represent an assortment of
mythologies. It is unclear who is the intended audience. I would expect the subject to appeal to
adults but the dolls are chastely drawn. If the figure is topless, the nipples are covered with
strands of hair or some such.  A”

Jenn, “Great. This book includes lots of lesser known gods from around the world. It gives a wide



variety of goddesses from cultures, each of which looks absolutely amazing.”

Cara_Turtle, “Five Stars. Perfect to expand a child's world beyond princesses!”

DRA ERMELINDA MARIA LOPES, “She loved it.. Bought it for my niece. She loved it.”

Micinjensue, “A wonderful look at little known Goddesses of the world. This book is a real fun
book, introducing the reader to little known Goddesses from around the world, from Bast of
Egypt to the Morrigan of Ireland (Gaelic/Welsh history maybe) and many more that have been
little touched upon in today's history studies or mythology books. Well drawn and lavishly
illustrated, each Goddess is accompanied by a special outfit as well as accessories for her and
a small outline of the Goddess and what she was known for and how she might have been
worshipped in her day. The Goddesses cover everything from the benign earth/mother Goddess
to Goddesses of judgement, protection and even destruction. There are Goddesses with
different aspects, like the Haiti (Vaudaun) Goddess who is both benevolent or avenging
depending on what face she is showing, Goddesses also who ensured the long lives of other
Gods, fertility Goddesses, Goddesses of Motherhood, of earth and spirit, of the sea and the
Goddesses who are said to be the mothers (or cradles) of all life. The artwork is beautiful,
though not every Goddess is beautiful, some are motherly, some are sexy, some are warriors,
they indeed cover an entire range of looks that makes them...rather human and approachable.
Another great Dover book and a good book to use to learn about little known Goddesses, at
least it gives somewhere to start from so that more learning can be done. Like most I purchase
the dolls and outfits are not perforated for easy removal. A steady hand and good pair of
scissors are needed to cut them out if you so wish. I don't wish. I use these books for learning
and enjoy them for the beauty of the artwork.”

sandy, “originales!. Toutes ces déesses, ces pretresses, donnent envie de prendre le crayon
pour en faire de jolies assiettes , des mugs, ou des tableaux pour enfants...”

The book by Chris Grover has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 16 people have provided feedback.
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